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It was a big day in Calgary on July 5, 1909 when the first streetcars rolled along the city’s thoroughfares. For the next thirty-seven years, 
streetcars snaked across Calgary, linked neighbourhoods and connected citizens. After their retirement in 1946, the tracks they left behind 
have still been parts of the urban systems as pieces of residual lands. And since they have no name, no custodian, they are left to waste or 
eliminated in endless cycles of urban renewal. What if we could revitalize these voids in the urban fabric? How might many small spaces, 
functioning as discrete elements but acting together, trigger a systemic change for a more livable community? 
Inglewood is a neighbourhood in central Calgary since 1911 and this historical neighbourhood has managed to keep it charms for over a 
century. The streetcars running along its main street was the recipe for creating this vibrant community with appeal. A strategic site is a 
residual space adjacent to Inglewood’s main street, where the streetcars crossed by. Complex flows and intersections have caused this 
space less spatially defined. For a long time, it has functioned or dysfunctioned informally with no assistance or attention. The space is now 
poised for a transition to reinforce the continuity of the regional pathway system. This project finds a way to evoke memories of this derelict 
space by celebrating the flows of people, energy, and connectivity, reminiscing strong and continuous movements as once the streetcars 
used to carry people across Calgarians’ cherished Inglewood.
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Streetcars dominated busy 8th Avenue in 
early Calgary.

1 | Conjunctive natural environment:
reactivating residual greenspaces with 
active uses.

2 | Interactive waterfront: 
enhancing both visual and physical 
connections to the Bow River.

Objectives and Key Strategies Historical Background of Calgary Streetcar Network

3 | Reinforced cultural indentity: 
connecting and highlighting historical 
resources throughout the community.

On July 5, 1909, passengers boarded 
public streetcar for the first time in 
Calgary’s history.

Bow River

transforming underused 
spaces into active public 
greenspaces

waterfront 
interactive zone

restoring the 
riparian

View from riverside greenspace looking towards Inglewood 
historical neighbourhood in Calgary’s iconic winterscape.

Strategic interventions 
New waterfront link
Activated greenspace

Historical component
Heritage loop

Enhanced connection
New gateway
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Strategic Site Selection Site Current Condition Conceptual Development

Bow River

Strategic site is a land section of the residual strip of land intersecting with St. Monica Ave. 
The transformation of this space would reinforce the continuity of Bow River pathway.

The trace of old streetcar track is now a part of Bow River pathway system. Most of it 
has become underused greenspaces. Some has been changed into different land uses 
like Nellie Breen playground.

Bow River detour

residual strip of greenspace

plazamain pathway

linear open space

mass planting palette

central open space

linear planting

sidewalk underused space Bow River pathway gravel driveway payground residential lot mixed shrub and grass St. Monica Ave. 
cul-de-sac

playground

semi-open space

circulation 
through plaza
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Nellien Breen playground

proposed streetcar passageway East-West connection wayfinding

Section AA’ -
Underused spaces along Bow River pathway where it crosses the site

Section BB’ - 
Uninviting East-side entrance to Nellie Breen playground

Poor spatial layout because of 
complex circulation.
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Catch basin
Fence

Bench
Playground

Pathway
Large canopy

Circulation and programing: a continuous 
movement across the space

Spatial compositions

Mass and linear planting is used to create 
physical enclosure and direct the flows.

ST. MONICA AVE.
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Design Development: Streetcar Reminiscence Plaza 

Catch basin
Stormwater pipeline

Bench
Lighting

Rain garden
Bio-swale

Playground
Pathway

Acer ginnala

Eupatorium 
maculatum

Pinus mugo

Deschamsia 
cespitosa

Project scenerio 2: Main pathway

Project scenerio 1: Sitting space in plaza

Section BB’ - Proposed transformation:
Transforming empty spaces into planting terraces for ecological and aesthetic purposes

Section AA’ - Proposed transformation:
Reinforcing the main pathway and re-defining edge condition

New planting and paving material palette 
would enhance aesthetics and sense of place.

plaza rain garden to 
slow down run-off

pathway bio-swale to 
absorb run-off

playground planting terraces plaza
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